1. **EXTRAORAL MODE**
   (>30mm): Portrait and profile images (facial photos).

2. **INTRAORAL MODE**
   (5-30mm): Single tooth, quadrant, arch, or smile images. THIS MODE WILL BE USED MOST!!!

3. **ORANGE LINE MODE**
   (5mm): Use with autoclavable Intraoral Tip (black cap), which is a 5mm fulcrum, and place directly on tooth surface.

4. **MACRO MODE**
   (<5mm): Used to magnify image 115x. Place camera lens directly on tooth surface. Do not use autoclavable black cap with this mode.
**PERIO MODE & CARIES DETECTION MODE**

**Yellow Button** = Perio Mode: Use to highlight gingival inflammation, plaque, and calculus. Gingival inflammation ranges from hues of pink to magenta, plaque is grainy white, and calculus ranges from yellow to dark orange (the older the calculus, the darker it will fluoresce).

**Blue Button** = Caries Detection Mode: Use for occlusal caries detection in #3 (with black cap) or #4 (Macro Mode/no black cap).

---

**REFERENCES:**

Intraoral Tip: 990135
SOPRO Sheaths: 403017

ACTEON Customer Service: 800-289-6367
ACTEON Technical Support: 877-4ACTEON